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Abstract. Let K be an algebraic number field and OK the ring of integers of K. Let
f : X → Spec(OK) be a stable arithmetic surface over OK of genus g ≥ 2. In this short





log 2/6(g − 1).
Let K be a number field and OK the ring of integers of K. Let f : X → Spec(OK)
be a stable arithmetic surface of genus g ≥ 2. One of interesting problems on arithmetic
surfaces is a question whether (ωArX/OK · ω
Ar
X/OK
) > 0. This question is closely related
to Bogomolov conjecture, which claims that, for a curve C over a number field and
an embedding j : C → Jac(C) into the Jacobian Jac(C), the image j(C) in Jac(C) is
discrete in terms of the Ne´ron-Tate height of Jac(C) (cf. [Sz] and [Zh2]). Currently, the
positivity of (ωArX/OK · ω
Ar
X/OK
) is known in the following cases:
(1) f has a bad reduction. ([Zh1] and [Zh2])
(2) f has a reducible geometric fiber, or Jac(XK) has a complex multiplication. ([Bu])
(3) End(Jac(XK))R is not isomorphic to R, C, or the quaternion division algebra D.
([Zh3])




under the assumption that f has a reducible geometric fiber, namely,
Theorem 1. Let K be an algebraic number field and OK the ring of integers of K. Let
f : X → Spec(OK) be a stable arithmetic surface over OK of genus g ≥ 2. Assume
that, for P1, . . . , Pn ∈ Spec(OK), geometric fibers XP 1 , . . . , XPn of X at P1, . . . , Pn are




















≥ log 2/6(g − 1) if f has a reducible geometric fiber.
As compared with methods used in [Bu], [Zh1], [Zh2] and [Zh3], our method is very
elementary. Besides it, we can give the exact positive lower bound log 2/6(g − 1).
Let h : Y → Spec(OK) be a regular semistable arithmetic surface over OK of genus
g ≥ 2. Then, ωY/OK is h-nef, i.e., deg(ωY/OK
∣∣
C
) ≥ 0 for all vertical curves C on Y . Let
P ∈ Spec(OK) and YP the fiber of Y at P . To distinguish Arakelov intersection and
geometric intersection in the fiber YP , we will use a symbol ( , ) for Arakelov intersection
and 〈 , 〉 for geometric intersection. ( , ) and 〈 , 〉 are related by a formula
( , ) = 〈 , 〉 log#(OK/P ).
Let YP = YP ⊗ (OK/P ) be the geometric fiber at P and C an irreducible component of
YP . We say C is an essential irreducible component if 〈ωY/OK · C〉 > 0. Here we assume
that YP is reducible. We set






∣∣∣∣C is an essential irreducible component of YP .} .
Lemma 2. β(P ) ≥ 1/3.








By adjunction formula, if q = h1(OC) is an arithmetic genus of C, then









Therefore, since 〈C · C〉 ≤ −1, if q ≥ 1, our assertion is trivial.








Since 〈ωY/OK · C〉 > 0, we have 〈C · C〉 ≤ −3. Therefore, we get our lemma. 
Let us consider the following conditions for YP :
(C.1) Every irreducible component of YP is geometrically irreducible and every node of
the geometric fiber YP is defined over OK/P .
(C.2) For any point closed x of the fiber YP , there is an irreducible component C of YP
such that 〈ωY/OK · C〉 > 0 and x 6∈ C.
Note that (C.2) holds if (C.1) holds and number of essential irreducible components is
greater than or equal to 3.
3Lemma 3. Let Γ be a horizontal prime divisor on Y , and ρ : Γ˜ = Spec(OK′) → Γ a
normalization of Γ. Let Y ′ → Y ×Spec(OK) Γ˜ be a minimal resolution of Y ×Spec(OK) Γ˜.









Let Γ′ be a section of g′ with ρ′(Γ′) = Γ. Under the assumption (C.1) and (C.2) for YP ,
there is a vertical Q-divisor EP on Y
′ with following properties:




− (2g − 2)Γ
′
−EP ) · EP
)
= 0.
3.3. (EP · EP ) ≤ −β(P ) log#(OK/P )[K
′ : K].
Proof. First of all, it is well known that ωY ′/OK′ = ρ
′∗(ωY/OK ). We set
POK′ = Q
e1
1 · · ·Q
et
t .
For each i (1 ≤ i ≤ t), we would like to find Q-divisors Ei on Y with the following
properties:
(1) Ei is a scalar of an essential irreducible component C of YP by a rational number,
i.e., Ei = aC for some a ∈ Q.
(2) 〈Ei · Ei〉 ≤ −β(P ).







− (2g − 2)Γ
′





Assuming the existence of Ei’s as above, we proceed to our argument. We set
EP = E
′
1 + · · ·+ E
′
t.




an irreducible component of Y ′Qi such that ρ
′(C′) = C. Then,
E′i = eiaC
′ + (exceptional divisors).
Thus, if we set ρ′
∗











= eiaf〈Ei · C〉 = eif〈Ei · Ei〉 ≤ −β(P )ei.
4Therefore,















= −β(P ) log#(OK/P )
t∑
i=1
ei[OK′/Qi : OK/P ]
= −β(P ) log#(OK/P )[K
′ : K].
Thus EP satisfies 3.3.
We need to construct Ei satisfying (1), (2) and (3). By our assumptions (C.1) and
(C.2), there is an essential irreducible component C of YP such that ρ







Then, by the definition of β(P ), 〈Ei ·Ei〉 ≤ −β(P ). Let C
′ be an irreducible component
of Y ′Qi such that ρ





= bC′ + F,
where b is a rational number and F is an exceptional divisor of ρ′. By our choice of C,
C′ ∩ Γ′ = ∅ and F ∩ Γ′ = ∅. Therefore, if we set ρ′
∗
(C′) = fC, then〈








(ωY ′/OK′ − (2g − 2)Γ
′










= b〈ωY/OK · ρ
′
∗






〈ωY/OK · C〉 − 〈Ei · C〉
)
= 0.
which completes the proof of Lemma 3. 
Using Lemma 3, we get
Lemma 4. Let P1, . . . , Pn ∈ Spec(OK) such that geometric fibers YP 1 , . . . , YPn at
P1, . . . , Pn are reducible. If YP1 , . . . , YPn satisfy the conditions (C.1) and (C.2), then,















5Proof. Since ωY/OK is h-nef, if Γ is an irreducible component of a fiber, or an infinite
fiber, our assertion is trivial. So we assume that Γ is horizontal. We use the same
notation as in Lemma 3. By virtue of Lemma 3, for each Pi, there is a vertical Q-divisor
EPi on Y
′ with the following properties:









(c) (EPi · EPi) ≤ −β(Pi) log#(OK/Pi)[K
′ : K].
We set E = EP1 + · · · + EPn . Then, by (a), (b), (c) and Hodge index theorem ([Fa,
Theorem 4]),
(

























It follows from adjunction formula that
(ωArY ′/OK′ · ω
Ar
Y ′/OK′























We need the following technical fact of algebra.
Lemma 5. Let K be an algebraic number field and OK the ring of integers of K. Let
P1, . . . , Pr be non-zero prime ideals of OK and n a positive integer. Then, there is a
finite extension field K ′ of K with the following properties:
(1) [K ′ : K] = n.
(2) Qi = PiOK′ is a prime ideal for every i.
(3) [OK′/Qi : OK/Pi] = n for every i.
6Proof. Let (OK)Pi be the localization of OK at Pi and Fi ∈ (OK)Pi [X ] such that Fi




n−1 + · · ·+ ain.
By approximation theorem (cf. [La, XII, Theorem 1.2]), for every 1 ≤ j ≤ n, there is
aj ∈ K such that
aj − aij ∈ Pi(OK)Pi
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r. We set
F = Xn + a1X
n−1 + · · ·+ an.
Then, F ∈ (OK)Pi [X ] and F ≡ Fi (mod Pi(OK)Pi [X ]) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r. Since F¯ = F¯i
in (OK)Pi/Pi(OK)Pi [X ] is irreducible, F is irreducible over K by Gauss Lemma (cf. [La,
IV, Corollary 2.2]). Let α be a root of F and K ′ = K(α). Then, [K ′ : K] = n. Let Qi
be a prime ideal of OK′ lying over Pi. Since α is integral over (OK)Pi , α ∈ (OK′)Qi . Let
α¯ be the class of α in OK′/Qi = (OK′)Qi/Qi(OK′)Qi . Then, since α¯ is a root of F¯i and
F¯i is irreducible, [OK′/Qi : OK/Pi] ≥ n. On the other hand, by [La, XII, Corollary 6.3],
[OK′/Qi : OK/Pi] ≤ n and equality holds if and only if Qi = PiOK′ . Thus, we get our
lemma. 
Let us start the proof of Theorem 1. Actually, we will prove the following. Indeed,
Theorem 6 implies Theorem 1 if we consider a minimal resolution Y → X .
Theorem 6. Let h : Y → Spec(OK) be a regular semistable arithmetic surface of genus
g ≥ 2. Let P1, . . . , Pn ∈ Spec(OK) such that, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n, a geometric fiber YP i
at Pi has at least two essential irreducible components. Then, we have the following:




























Proof. First, let us consider (A). Here we claim:
Claim 7. We may assume that YPi satisfies (C.1) for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Let ki be a finite extension field of OK/Pi such that every irreducible component of
YPi ⊗ki is geometrically irreducible and every node of YPi ⊗ki is a ki-rational point. Let
l be a positive integer such that [ki : OK/Pi] ≤ l for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Let Pn+1, . . . , Pr ∈
Spec(OK) be other critical values of h. Then, by Lemma 5, there is a finite extension
7field E of K such that [E : K] = l, Ri = PiOE is a prime ideal and [OE/Ri : OK/Pi] = l
for every 1 ≤ i ≤ r. Let us consider Z = Y ×Spec(OK) Spec(OE). Then, Z is regular and
















for all effective Arakelov divisors D on Y , where ρ : Z → Y is the induced morphism.
Here, ωArZ/OE = ρ
∗(ωArY/OK ), and log#(OE/Ri) = log#(OK/Pi)[E : K]. Thus, we obtain
our claim.
Moreover, in the same way as in Claim 7, we may assume that if we take a blowing-up
at a node of YPi , then new nodes are also (OK/Pi)-rational points.
Let tPi be a local parameter of Pi(OK)Pi . We set K
′ = K(
√∏n
i=1 tPi). Then, there
is a unique prime ideal Qi of OK′ such that Qi ∩ OK = Pi and the ramification index
between Pi and Qi is equal to 2. Let Y1 = Y ×Spec(OK) Spec(OK′) and Y
′ → Y1 a
minimal resolution of Y1. If number of essential irreducible components of YPi is greater




that number of essential irreducible components of YPi is equal to 2. Let C1 and C2 be




2 be irreducible components of a











points. (Note that every node of Y ′Qi is defined over OK′/Qi = OK/Pi.) Thus, Y
′
Qi
satisfies the condition (C.2). Hence we can apply Lemma 4 for Y ′. Namely if µ : Y ′ → Y
is the induced morphism, then,[(










≤ 2g(2g − 2)
(




Thus, by Lemma 2, we get (A) because ωArY ′/OK′
= µ∗(ωArY/OK) and [K
′ : K] = 2.
Next let us consider (B). Let F be an infinite fiber and r a real number with
(ωArY/OK − rF · ω
Ar
Y/OK








. Then, by [Fa, Corollary of Theorem 3], there is an effective
Arakelov divisor E on Y such that E is arithmetically linearly equivalent to n(ωArY/OK −

























, we get (B). 
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